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Astro-Relocation and Astro-Mapping (aka Astro-Cartography/Local Space) - is the 
Practice of Studying the Variations in Life Circumstances According to the 

Variations in Location of Person or Corporation.

This Innovative Scientific Technology Revolutionizes Worldwide Marketing 
Strategies By Pre-Determining the Change in Your Personal Alchemy and 

Circumstances When Changing Your Location - Physically or Via Advertising.

Because All Space, Persons, Things, and Places Have a Mathematical Equation to 
them, it Makes Perfect Sense that When You Change this Equation - You Change 

the Product and Output of that Person, Place, or Thing.

This is How Astro-Mapping and Relocation Works with Human Soul’s and Bodies.  

As a Human Civilization Evolving Towards Greater and Greater Spirituality During 
the Innovative Age of Aquarius - Individuals will be able to Maximize their 
Spiritual Knowledge and Life Choices by Utilizing Astro-Mapping and Astro-

Relocation Technology for Traveling, Career Searches, Real Estate Investments, 
and Global Online Marketing.

To Best Understand How a Location will Affect Your Personal Astrology, it is  
Suggested that You Have the Following Three Reports Calculated - in Addition to 
a Professional Reading with an Experienced Astrologer: (1) Astro-Relocation 

Report (2) Astro-Map (3) Relocation Birth Chart (Birth Chart Calculated 
By Replacing the Location of Your Birth, with Your New Location and 

Destination of Choice.
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YOUR EXECUTIVE: 

ASTRO-MAP
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“This is Your Most Powerful Executive Tool for Strategic 
Worldwide Marketing, Romantic Travel, Buying Real Estate, 

Career Moves, and Spiritual Exploration.” 

- Casey M. Jenkins - Executive Astrologer TM
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KEY TO MAP:

HORIZONTAL LINES = “Rising & Setting” Lines 

WHITE SQUARES = “Rising” Lines

BLACK SQUARES = “Setting” Lines

VERTICAL LINES = “Culminating” Lines

4
4
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HOW TO READ YOUR: 

ASTRO-MAP
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Astro-Mapping Overlays Your Chart on a Map of the World Using Various Methods 
and Techniques. This Overlay Instantly Identifies Geographical Hotspots and 

Specific Trending Areas Where these Planets Have a Greater Direct Influence on a 
Person When They Travel there Physically, Psychically, and Virtually Online.

The Two Primary Types of Lines Listed in this Report Include Planet/Angle, and 
Planet Direction/Paran lines.

PLANET/ANGLE LINES: 

Describe Where on Earth 
Individual Planets or Stars 

are Culminating or 
Anticulminating (on the 
Midheaven and Imum 
Coeli) or are Rising or 

Setting (on the Ascendant 
or Descendant). 

The Culminate/Anticulminate and MC/IC Lines are Always Lines of Longitude, 
Whereas the Rising/Setting and Asc/Dsc Lines are Great Circles Around the Globe 

and Appear to Curve on a Map.

ASTRO-MAPPING: 

INTRODUCTION
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PLANET DIRECTION 
OR LOCAL SPACE LINES: 

Indicate the Direction in Which Planets or 
Stars are Found When Looking from the 
Chart's Location. These Lines are Great 
Circles Around the Globe, Starting from 

the Chart's Location. 

The Common Convention is to Continue 
the Line Right Around the World, Back to 
the Starting Location. When Viewed in 
Cartesian or Mercator Projection, These 

Lines Generally Appear to Curve.

Paran Lines are Lines of Latitude, 
Indicating Where Any Two Celestial 

Bodies are in an Angular Relationship that 
Coincides with the Angular Relationship 

Between the Meridian and Horizon at that 
Latitude. 

For Example, If the Angle Between the Sun and Saturn is the Same as that 
Between the Meridian and the Horizon, for a Particular Latitude, Then there is a 

Paran Line for the Sun Culminating/Saturn Rising Along that Latitude.

ASTRO-MAPPING: 

INTRODUCTION

EXECUTIVE ASTROLOGER
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SOLAR MAPS RELOCATION REPORT

BRAD PITT - ACTOR - 
(DECEMBER  in  LOS ANGELES CA (34N06 43, 118W24 40)

Chart Details:
Brad Pitt - Actor - (December - Natal Chart

Dec 18 1963  6:31 AM  CST +6:00
Shawnee  35N19 38 096W55 30

Mean Node

PLANETS ON ANGLES
Maximum Orb Used: 10°00'

Chiron - Anticulminate Line 
(Orb 4°29': Moderate Influence)

Moving to this line will challenge you to delve deep into your past in order 
to heal old wounds, particularly any upsets between you and your family. 

Here you gain insights into family relationships and have the opportunity to 
forgive and forget. Perhaps you are surprised by a relative's loving 

communications, or perhaps you are the one who is keen to build bridges. 
This may be painful, but is ultimately very healing. Family members and 
domestic affairs, which have been sources of hurt in the past, may be 
healed on this line, but only after a period of contemplation. You will 

discover resources that you never realized existed. You may even discover 
a spiritual dimension to your life that will prove an everlasting source of 

comfort and security. You need to be cautious before making your home in 
this vicinity. However, once you are sure that this is the place for you then 

you need to settle somewhere that enables you to feel safe and at peace in 
your own home.

Uranus - Culminate Line 
(Orb 6°09': Moderate Influence)

If you are seeking excitement and change in your career then this is the 
line to traverse. However, if you were seeking a more conservative path 
then you would do well to avoid this location. Of course there are some 
exceptions; electricians and scientists can enjoy rewarding careers along 
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this line. Anyone involved in technology or metaphysical careers may also 
prosper. Either way you can expect sudden changes in your professional life 
along this line. This could be a good line to follow if you are seeking more 
freedom of self-expression in your chosen profession. However, be wary of 
the urge to make reckless or rebellious decisions. This line could augur well 
for self-employment and contract work, but may prove more difficult if you 

are expected to toe the line in a traditional or hierarchical working 
environment. Your career benefits if you are working in an original 

environment that gives you plenty of freedom, but otherwise you would do 
well to seek a different location.

Neptune - Rise Line 
(Orb 7°56': Weak Influence)

You are not all that you appear to be when you move along this line. This 
can be advantageous if you want a camouflage, but it could also mean that 

you are confused about your own individuality, or that others are not 
perceiving you in a true light. Either way you may find it difficult to express 

yourself in a powerful and straightforward manner. Therefore you fare 
better when traversing this line to pursue spiritual rather than material 
aspirations. For instance you may want to pursue your artistic talents or 

spiritual goals or perhaps you want to relax and commune with nature. It is 
possible for you to enjoy exploring the more spiritual, psychic or creative 
aspects of your personality. These are ideal pursuits for this location. On 
the other hand serious business trips and career promotions are likely to 

suffer under the influence of this line because you are not able to be clear 
about the finer details. Perhaps you could consider employing someone 

trustworthy to take care of these finer details or you could simply avoid this 
vicinity. It is also important that you do not allow yourself to be seduced 

into an escapist world of drugs or anything underhanded. If you are going 
to escape then let it be in a positive manner such as a spiritual retreat or a 

holiday cabin in the midst of nature. The planet Neptune can work 
positively providing inspiration and relaxation if you remain calm and 

honest in all of your dealings with others.

PLANET DIRECTION LINES
Maximum Orb Used: 10°00'

Planetary Azimuths: Relocated
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Azimuth from original location: 087°43'

The Moon - Local Space Line 
- Azimuth 265°25' (Opposite - Orb 2°18': Strong Influence)

If you are seeking to explore your emotional nature or looking for greater 
comfort in your home life, then this line will help. The Moon represents 

home comforts and emotional needs. Therefore the Moon line will highlight 
these areas. You may benefit from searching for a home along this line 

because your nesting instincts will be greater. Moving along this line 
prompts you to want to find a home that reflects your true needs whether 
this is for a large family home or a unit for one. It is also possible that you 
enjoy spending time with loved ones when moving along this line. Children, 
parents, friends, and other relatives may congregate at selected locations. 

Cooking, cleaning, gardening and other nurturing pursuits are also 
highlighted. You may feel particularly at home when visiting locations along 

this line thus giving you ideas for your own home environment. You may 
enjoy investing in property or purchase objects that hold special appeal. On 
the contrary this line is not as conducive to other business pursuits unless 

you are involved in businesses such as childcare, catering, or nursing 
homes. In some cases you may have an emotional reaction to other 
people's living conditions along this line. Perhaps you feel envious of 

other's wealthy homes or shocked by someone's poverty. Whatever your 
response you need to embrace anything that helps you feel contented 

when moving to or traveling along this line so that your sojourn is 
conducive to your well-being.

Mercury - Local Space Line 
- Azimuth 260°03' (Opposite - Orb 7°40': Weak Influence)

Mercury is the planet ruling the intellect. Therefore moving to locations 
along your Mercury line is likely to involve intellectual pursuits such as 
schooling and study, setting up networks or businesses, discussing and 

signing contracts, working with computers, buying and selling 
merchandise, transporting goods and furthering career plans.  Whatever 
the exact scenario moving along your Mercury line will help you increase 
your options in life. Ideas will flow easily in places along this line, so it is 

also ideal for a writing project. As long as you keep your mind busy you will 
be enjoy the variety offered at locations along this line. If you are seeking 

stimulation then this is the right location for you. However, if you are 
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seeking peace and quiet then you would be well-advised to avoid settling 
along a Mercury line. Otherwise you are likely to feel restless, unable to 

settle. Homesickness can be a real problem along this line if you are 
seeking stability. You need to be well prepared for the countless 

opportunities and changes that stimulate the brain rather than the heart. 
As a result you can enjoy socializing and broadening your mind.

Venus - Local Space Line 
- Azimuth 265°19' (Opposite - Orb 2°24': Strong Influence)

Love and romance are highlighted along this line. If you are looking to find 
the right mate then this line may produce results. This will largely depend 
on the nature of the planet Venus in your birth chart. However, Venus is 
generally considered to be favorable and therefore you are likely to meet 
influential people when traveling to locations along this line. If you are 

already married then your bond with your loved one may be strengthened 
as you discover enjoyable pastimes to share. This is an ideal line to enjoy a 
honeymoon. If you are not married then you may meet a potential partner. 
If not you will have fun looking anyway because relationships of all kinds 

take on a fresh look. You may be traveling to or visiting locations along this 
line at the request of a close friend or marriage partner or you may simply 

be seeking a pleasure trip for yourself. Either way you are likely to be 
drawn to other people, enjoying social engagements and fun outings. You 

are bound make some lifelong friends. You may also cultivate a deeper 
appreciation of art and beauty along the way. Your relationship with money 

may also be emphasized along this line. Depending on other aspects of 
your Astro-locality this is a highly advantageous location.

North Node - Local Space Line 
- Azimuth 079°02' (Conjunct - Orb 8°41': Weak Influence)

Destiny plays a strong role along this line. It may be that you meet people 
whom you feel certain you have known before, or that you feel a strong 

attachment to the location. You could reap the rewards of past lives when 
moving along this line. It is also possible that you will encounter difficult 
situations as a result of past life mistakes. You may benefit from writing 
your experiences in a journal so that you can later reflect on how fate 
played a role in your life. You may also use the lessons learned when 

moving along this line to teach others later in life.
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PARAN LINES
Maximum Orb Used: 2°00'

Venus Setting / Jupiter Upper (Orb 1°05')
With this planetary combination you are fun loving, generous and popular. 
You will know how to indulge yourself and your loved ones, and in turn will 
enjoy the attention of others. You may also want to share adventures and 
philosophies with other people. You will enjoy setting goals, but watch out 

in case these goals spending large amounts of money. You could be a 
teacher, travel agent or public relations manager, or enjoy study.

Pluto Rising / Chiron Setting (Orb 1°12')
Under this influence you may discover a deep emotional side to your 

nature which causes you some pain, particularly if you being to experience 
difficulty in being powerful in your life. It is possible under this influence to 
experience some form of abuse, however, you are more likely to undergo 

deep changes which ultimately prove to be very healing. You may also find 
that you take on a role of helping others delve into the psychological side 
of their lives, having a transformative effect on both you and them. You 
can be deeply moved by other people's pain, and may discover powerful 

healing talents as you come to terms with the darker side of life.

The Moon Setting / Jupiter Upper (Orb 1°46')
You have a generous and expansive nature when these two planets 

combine. You take an optimistic view on life, and few things seem too far-
fetched. You will enjoy adventuring into unexplored territory, and indeed 

will need to escape in order to feel good. Watch out for self-indulgence. For 
these reasons you will be attractive to other people, who will enjoy your 

company. You may also attract benevolent people, who will want to do you 
favors.

* * *
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EXECUTIVE ASTROLOGER:

PRODUCT DISCLAIMER

EXECUTIVE ASTROLOGER

Information Provided is for General Business Consultation and Does Not 
Constitute a Client-Business Relationship.  

Details are Accurate According to Astrological Calculations By “Solar Fire Gold” 
- World’s Leading Astrology Software.  

All Reports and Information is Calculated By Professional Astrologer: Casey M. 
Jenkins - Executive Astrologer TM.

Reading Interpretations Including Topics of Love, Sex, Finance, Health, and 
General Life Choices Are Not Intended to Act as Official Legal and/or Medical 

Advice.

Statements Have Not Been Approved By the FDA and are Not Meant to 
Replace the Advice of a Specialized Legal or Medical Professional.

This Disclaimer Acts as an Official Release of Any Liability with Life Choices 
and Personal Decisions Made DURING OR AFTER the Reading of this Report.

Copyright 2014.  Casey M. Jenkins - Executive Astrology & Executive 
Astrologer TM.  All Rights Reserved.

Reports Custom Created, Designed, & Co-Written 
By: Casey M. Jenkins - Executive Astrologer TM.
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PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGY SOFTWARE:

SOLAR FIRE GOLD

EXECUTIVE ASTROLOGER

Standard Natal Interpretations
Copyright 2014

Stephanie Johnson is the author of this text. Stephanie  is a founder and sole director of Esoteric 
Technologies. She has helped create, design, develop and author Solar Fire and the other products. 

In particular she is the author of many of the Solar Writer range of astrology report writers. 
Stephanie runs her own Seeing With Stars astrology consultation business as well as editing the 

Australian Data Collection. She holds a Federation of Australian Astrologers' Practitioner's 
Certificate and Diploma and is a member of the Federation of Australian Astrologers. She is a 
student of Medieval Astrology and the Ancient Wisdom teachings. She has lectured at national 

conferences, and her astrology articles have appeared in Australian publications including the FAA 
Journal and the Astrological Monthly Review. Before commencing her professional astrology career 

Stephanie was a journalist for 15 years in Australia, England and the USA.
C 1993-2014, Seeing With Stars Pty Ltd

These interpretations have been written to introduce you to the concepts of astrology and how 
to get started with your natal chart. Astrology is a complex and meaningful science which takes 

years to study and apply successfully, however, we would like to whet your appetite with this 
report from this program, and encourage you to deepen your understanding through other 

means.

Astrology is a study of the connection between planets and life on Earth. It is based on a 
concept that energy patterns form between other planets and Earth; and that these energies 

affect our lives as individuals and communities.

An astrological chart, also known as a horoscope, natal chart, or birth chart, records the 
relationship between the planets and the signs of the Zodiac. Charts can be calculated for the 
birth of a person, a community, an event or anything that seems momentous. The horoscope is 

as individual and unique as a fingerprint.
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RESEARCH:

REFERENCES

EXECUTIVE ASTROLOGER

SPECIAL THANKS: 
TO THE FOLLOWING WEBSITES AND BOOKS FOR HELPING 
IN THE PROCESS OF WRITING MY EXECUTIVE ASTROLOGY 
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www.AstroTheme.com

www.Astro.com
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www.MetAstrology.com

Linda Goodman’s: LOVE SIGNS (Book)
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